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ABSTRACT
IRON SIGNALING IN ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA
SEPTEMBER 2016
CELINA EILENE ABUNDIS, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Elsbeth L. Walker

Iron is among the essential micronutrients for all living organisms and is a
cofactor for many cellular redox reactions. Although iron is a highly abundant metal
element found in the earth’s crust, it is also a limiting factor in plant development when it
is present as insoluble ferric oxides. Plants have evolved two strategies to acquire soluble
iron referred to as Strategy I and Strategy II. Our lab has focused on the Arabidopsis
thaliana double mutant ysl1ysl3. The mutants display a chlorotic phenotype and are
unable to correctly respond to iron deficiency.
Grafting is a common method for joining different plant tissues and has been used
for studies of long distance signaling. Past studies of iron signaling in Arabidopsis have
not been able to provide a mechanism for how plants are able to signal the iron status of
the shoot, where iron demand is high, to roots, where iron uptake occurs. The iron
signaling experiments included in this thesis follow a seedling-graft approach to
understand if grafts are capable of properly sensing iron.
A longstanding question of iron homeostasis in plants is the identity of the iron
sensors in plants. It was hypothesized that YSL1 and YSL3 have both a transporter
function and a receptor function, and therefore function as transceptors. In our predicted
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model it was proposed that YSL1 and/or YSL3 are directly involved in iron status
signaling either in perception and/or transmission of the signal. As evidenced through
seedling grafting experiments here, YSLs play a critical part of long distance signaling
that plant shoots use to signal their iron status to the roots. In this thesis, YSL1 and YSL3
are shown to be required in the shoots in order for signaling to occur correctly in the
roots. To facilitate the analysis of gene expression in the grafts, a FRO3promoter:GUS
construct was used in the Col-O WT background. The FRO3 promoter was selected
because it is expressed in both leaves and roots under iron deficiency. Experiments
showed that the genotype of the shoot used in the grafts is critical for Fe-deficiency
induced gene expression in the roots. Thus, grafting has revealed that root iron deficiency
responses require YSL1 and YSL3 in leaves for signal transmission. This directly links
them to long-distance signaling, and supports the idea that these proteins could be acting
as transceptors.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 The significance of iron in living systems
Iron (Fe) is among the essential micronutrients for all living organisms and is a
cofactor for many cellular redox reactions involved in respiration, photosynthesis,
nitrogen fixation and other processes due to its ability to catalyze oxidation-reduction
reactions (Couturier et al., 2013; Hell and Stephan, 2003; Marschner et al., 1995). Fe
functions as a prosthetic group in proteins to which it is a component in heme, Fe-sulfur
cluster, and other Fe-binding sites (Couturier et al., 2013; Kobayashi and Nishizawa,
2012). The formation of chlorophyll is dependent upon an adequate amount of iron
(Brown et al., 1956). In animals, large amounts of iron are required for the production of
hemoglobin (Dallman et al., 1980).
Due to its importance in plant and animal systems, iron deficiency is a global
problem, with a potential biotechnological solution. Iron deficiency anemia (IDA) is one
of the most common and widespread nutritional disorders in the world that causes serious
health issues, including a weakened immune system and an increased risk of morbidity
(Black et al., 2003). It is a public health problem in both developed and developing
countries, affecting many children and women. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO) almost 2 billion people – over 30% of the world’s population – are
anemic, many due to iron deficiency, and in resource-poor areas, this is frequently
exacerbated by infectious diseases (De Benoist et al., 2008). Young children require their
diets to be high in iron for proper development, which can be difficult in developing
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countries (Pasricha et al., 2013). Since plants are the major source of food and dietary
iron in developing countries, it is important to improve the iron content of plants to
benefit both human health and agriculture. Programs such as food supplementation,
and fortification or modification of food processing have been developed to address
iron deficiency (Zielińska-Dawidziak et al., 2015). Long-term iron supplementation
programs are also needed to help administer the appropriate amount of iron for intake
in a healthy diet (Saini et al., 2016). There is the problem of sustainability, funding for
food fortification is low and not always a priority for governments in developing
countries. Therefore it falls to non-governmental organizations, which are subject to
the availability of donations and volunteer outreach.
Another method by which IDA is being addressed is through the biofortification
of staple crops. Biofortification can be defined as the genetic engineering of staple crops
to accumulate a greater quantity of nutrients in the edible parts of the plants; increasing
nutritional quality for consumption (Hirschi et al., 2009; White and Broadley, 2005).
Biofortification is also a good option for governments and international agencies because
it is more cost-effective and sustainable in comparison to nutritional supplement
programs (Mayer et al., 2008). With a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying
iron homeostasis, more efficient biofortification strategies can be developed.
Biofortification for iron has been difficult for seed/grain crops. Three main types of
manipulation have been done: enhance iron uptake at root, enhance sink for iron in seeds,
and remove phytate in seeds. However, a feasible biofortification approach to increase
iron accumulation in rice was recently made (Masuda et al., 2012).
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), more than onehalf of the world population is dependent on the staple crop, rice. This makes rice a
2

good target for biofortification because iron deficiency anemia is a problem in
developing countries where rice is the primary staple crop (Juliano et al., 1993). Rice
is typically polished (white), instead of hulled (brown). When the rice is polished the
endosperm looses micronutrients such as iron. An important study was recently
conducted in which overexpression of three known iron homeostasis genes led to an
increased concentration of bioavailable iron in rice grains (Masuda et al., 2012). The
study combined three transgenic approaches to enhance iron translocation into seeds
more effectively than previous methods for iron-biofortified rice, which involved iron
uptake and translocation within the plant and targeting iron to the endosperm for storage
(Lucca et al., 2001; Qu et al., 2005; Vasconcelos et al., 2003; Wirth et al., 2009). The
first approach enhanced iron storage in grains via expression of the iron storage protein,
ferritin, from endosperm-specific promoters. Second, iron translocation was enhanced
through overproduction of the natural metal chelator nicotianamine (NA). The last
genetic modification enhanced iron flux into the endosperm through the expression of the
Fe(II)–NA transporter OsYSL2 under the control of an endosperm-specific promoter and
a sucrose transporter promoter. As a result, a concentration of 8  µg/g Fe was achieved in
polished seeds when grown in the greenhouse.
However, this study failed when field trials were conducted, since the
concentration declined to 4  µg/g (Masuda et al., 2012). For iron supplementation to be
effective, the suggested dose is 45 mg/day on a high end, as recommended by The
Institute of Medicine (Trumbo et al., 2001). At the concentration of 4ug/g, a person
would have to eat at least 2 kg of dry rice a day, even at your minimum of 8 mg/day.
Another approach for biofortification would be with conventional breeding, which
may not be possible due to the amount of variability in the plant gene pool and time
3

needed to produce cultivars with the preferred traits. Overall, it is important to
understand the molecular mechanisms of plant mineral nutrition, which can provide
improved strategies for biofortification.
1.2 Iron Uptake by Plants
Iron exists in two oxidation states, the reduced, ferrous form Fe(II), and the
oxidized, ferric form, Fe(III). Although iron is the second must abundant element in the
earth’s crust, it is a limiting factor in plant development when it is present as insoluble
ferric oxides, which are unavailable for plant uptake (Barker and Pilbeam, 2015). Plants
need soluble iron in a concentration range of 10-9 Molar to 10-4 Molar, for normal growth.
However, the solubility of iron in most soils at pH=7, is approximately 10-17 Molar
(Enomoto and Goto, 2013). Iron availability in the soil is a function of the soil redox
potential and pH. Fe(II) is readily oxidized in soils that have a high pH and/or are
aerobic, whereas soils of lower pH allow the Fe(III) to be released from the oxide, thus
becoming more available for uptake by roots (Morrissey and Guerinot, 2009).
To overcome this limiting condition, plants have evolved two strategies to acquire
iron from the rhizosphere (soil close to the root surface): referred to as Strategy I and
Strategy II (Marschner et al., 1989; Walker and Connolly, 2008) (Figure 1.1). Strategy I
and II are prompted under iron limitation and switched off after sufficient iron supply is
acquired. Accumulation of iron must be carefully controlled because over accumulated
iron can produce hydroxyl radicals that can cause oxidative damage to cellular
components (Kim and Guerinot, 2007). Consequently, iron homeostasis in plants is
tightly regulated.

4

1.2.1 Strategy I
All higher plants, except the Gramineae (e.g. grasses, rice, corn), use Strategy I
(Figure 1.1A), which involves rhizosphere acidification and iron reduction (Walker and
Connolly, 2008). This strategy is characterized by active pumping of protons to the
rhizosphere, Fe(III) chelate reduction, and Fe(II) transport (Marschner et al., 1986;
Walker and Connolly, 2008). In addition, plants under Strategy I increase their root
surface area and the number of root tips (Crowley and Kraemer, 2007). When plants
release protons into the rhizosphere the pH of the soil is lowered, acidified, to increase
Fe(III) solubility. Fe(III) becomes almost 1000-fold more soluble for each unit drop in
pH level (Olsen et al., 1981). At the Fe(III) chelate reduction step, an increase in the
activity of a plasma membrane bound ferric reductase, e.g. FRO2 in Arabidopsis and
FRO1 in Pisum sativum, assists in the production of Fe(II) at the plasma membrane
(Robinson et al., 1999; Waters et al., 2002). Fe(II) is more soluble than Fe(III), so this
step, too, enhances the solubility of Fe in the rhizosphere, and is a pre-requisite for Fe
uptake, since Fe(II) is the transported form of iron in Strategy I plants.
In Arabidopsis, two essential proteins are involved in controlling iron uptake,
IRT1 (IRON-REGULATED TRANSPORTER1, a high-affinity Fe(II) transporter), and
FRO2 (FERRIC REDUCTION OXIDASE 2, a ferric chelate reductase) (Robinson et al.,
1999). The genes involved are both up-regulated by iron deficiency (Colangelo and
Guerinot, 2004; Long et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2007; YUAN et al., 2005; Yuan et al.,
2008). The gene for Fe(III) reduction, FRO2, has been characterized and cloned
(Robinson et al., 1999). FRO2 is expressed in epidermal cells of Fe-deficient roots. In
FRO2 loss of function (frd1) Arabidopsis mutant plants, iron uptake is impaired when
5

iron is supplied as Fe(III)-chelates (Yi and Guerinot, 1996). Under low iron growth
conditions, plants overexpressing FRO2 grow better than wild type (WT) plants and
ferric chelate reductase activity is elevated upon exposure to iron deficiency (Connolly et
al., 2003). The Fe(II) produced by FRO2 is transported across the plasma membrane into
root epidermal cells by IRT1 (Eide et al., 1996; Vert et al., 2002). IRT1 belongs to the
ZIP (ZRT, IRT-like proteins) metal transporter family, and represents the major route for
iron entering the plant, as indicated by the lethal chlorotic phenotype of irt1 knockout
mutants (Schmidt et al., 2003). The Arabidopsis IRT1 gene was identified by functional
complementation of a Fe uptake mutant of yeast (Eide et al., 1996).
1.2.2 Strategy II
Grasses, such as rice, corn and wheat, use a chelation based Strategy II (Figure
1.1B) to acquire iron from the soil (Walker and Connolly, 2008). The roots of Strategy II
plants do not acidify the rhizosphere nor do they display increased root ferric reductase
activity in response to iron starvation. In Strategy II, low molecular weight compounds
known as phytosiderophores (PS) (Figure 1.2) are released to the rhizosphere (Takagi et
al., 1984; Takagi et al., 1976). Rice is an exception to the general rule for grasses (Figure
1.1C). Rice roots use Fe(II) transporters similar to IRT1, yet they don’t have a high ferric
chelate reductase activity which is required for most plants to acquire soluble iron. This is
because rice is adapted to an anaerobic paddy environment where Fe(II) is readily
available. Phytosiderophores belong to the mugineic acid (MA) family of compounds,
and can bind otherwise insoluble Fe(III) in the rhizosphere. Soluble PS-Fe(III) complexes
are transported into the root cells through a specific transport system, involving the
YELLOW STRIPE1 (YS1) transporter (Curie et al., 2001; Marschner et al., 1986;
6

Roberts et al., 2004; Schaaf et al., 2004). Strategy II is particularly efficient in higher pH
soils, where rhizosphere acidification is difficult (Mori et al., 1999). The discovery of
plant PS occurred when root washings of solution-cultured oat and rice plants were found
to contain Fe(III)-chelating compounds (Takagi et al., 1976). There is a positive
association between the amount and type of PS released and the tolerance of plants to Fe
deficiency in Strategy II plants (Mori et al., 1999). Non-graminaceous plants do not
synthesize nor use PS; rice is the exception because it makes PS and uses PS efficiently
(Marschner et al., 1986; Walker and Connolly, 2008).
The gene that encodes the membrane-bound Fe(III)-PS transporter, YS1, was first
identified in maize (Curie et al., 2001). YS1 is named after the phenotype of a maize
mutant deficient in PS uptake (von Wirén et al., 1999). The ZmYS1 gene is expressed in
maize roots and shoots and is regulated by Fe (Curie et al., 2001). The maize ys1 mutant
displays a visible phenotype of yellow stripes and has a reduced Fe concentration in both
shoots and roots (von Wirén et al., 1999). In yeast functional complementation assays,
expression of ZmYS1 allows the Fe uptake-defective yeast strain fet3fet4 to grow on
medium containing Fe(III)-PS complexes, but not on medium containing un-complexed
sources of iron (Curie et al., 2001). This suggests that ZmYS1 is a PS-dependent iron
transporter. The Fe(III)-PS transport ability of ZmYS1 was demonstrated with a two
electrode voltage clamping in Xenopus oocytes (Schaaf et al., 2004). Consistent with the
basal level of iron uptake under low iron conditions, ZmYS1 is expressed at low levels in
the roots when iron is available. YS1 mRNA and YS1 protein levels both increase in
response to iron deficiency in both roots and leaves (Curie et al., 2001; Roberts et al.,
2004). The role of ZmYS1 in leaves is still poorly understood.
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1.3 Internal iron transport in Plants
Due to its reactivity and limited solubility, iron must be chelated after uptake into
the cell. One of the most important iron chelators found in higher plants is the nonproteinogenic amino acid nicotianamine (NA), a ubiquitous molecule in plants (Schmidt,
2003; von Wirén et al., 1999). In grasses, NA is the biochemical precursor to PS and
shares a similar structure (Figure 1.2) (Mori et al., 1999). NA is synthesized from a onestep condensation reaction of three molecules of S-adenosyl-methionine catalyzed by the
enzyme NA synthase (NAS) in both graminaceous and non-graminaceous plants (Mori
and Nishizawa, 1987; Shojima et al., 1989; Shojima et al., 1990; Suzuki et al., 1999). NA
is a chelator of several transition metals: Fe(II), Fe(III), Zn(II), Cu(II), Mn(II), Co(II),
and Ni(II) (Anderegg and Ripperger, 1989). NA is believed to play an important role in
maintaining metal homeostasis internally, but, unlike the structurally related mugineic
acids, plants do not secrete NA.
The effect of NA deficiency was first observed in the NA synthesis-defective
tomato mutant chloronerva (chln) (Herbik et al., 1999; Higuchi et al., 1999; Ling et al.,
1999). These mutants lack NAS activity and produce no NA because of a mutation in the
single tomato gene encoding NAS (Ling et al., 1999). These mutants display severe iron
deficiency phenotypes such as interveinal chlorosis in young leaves and have defects in
metal translocation and accumulation (Pich and Scholz, 1996; Scholz et al., 1985). The
iron uptake systems (ferric chelate reductase and rhizosphere acidification) are
constitutively active in the mutants (Suzuki et al., 1999). The mutants have a high
accumulation of iron in mature leaves, suggesting that these mutants cannot properly
maintain appropriate iron levels in tissues, and may have an inability to properly sense
8

iron levels. The chlorotic phenotype of chln can be reversed with the foliar application of
NA, which also reduces iron uptake (García et al., 2013; Scholz et al., 1985).
In Arabidopsis, there are four genes that code for NAS (Bauer et al., 2004; Suzuki
et al., 1999). Two NAS quadruple mutants, nas4x-1 and nas4x-2, were developed to
study NA in Arabidopsis (Klatte et al., 2009). The complete loss of function mutant
(nas4x-2) displayed a chln like phenotype, and is sterile. The nas4x-1 mutant has low
residual NAS activity at the vegetative stage, and higher amount of iron, also exhibits
chlorotic leaves that become more severe under iron deficient conditions and during the
transition to flowering (Klatte et al., 2009). NA was not found in rosette leaves of
reproductive stage nas4x-1 plants, but was found in vegetative rosette leaves and seeds at
a low level. Chlorotic leaves also showed signs of sufficient iron supply, since expression
of two leaf iron-deficiency indicator genes, ferritin gene (FER1) and ferric reductase gene
(FRO3), which are induced under iron deficiency, were not up-regulated. This suggests
that the mutant cannot sense iron deficiency signals normally. FER1 is an iron storage
protein in leaf chloroplasts that is expressed when sufficient iron supply is available (Petit
et al., 2001). Iron accumulated in rosette leaves, whereas less iron was found in the
flowers and seeds. The mutant was not able to normally mobilize iron to flowers and
seeds, suggesting that NA is required for seed iron loading and iron deficiency responses.
Both the nas4x-1 and nas4x-2 Arabidopsis mutants and chln tomato mutant are evidence
that NA is needed for systemic iron status signaling.
1.4 The Yellow Stripe1-Like (YSL) Family
The Yellow Stripe1-Like (YSL) transporters belong to the oligopeptide
transporter (OPT) family of proteins (Yen et al., 2001). The YSL family was first
9

identified based on sequence similarity to a transporter in maize, ZmYS1 (Curie et al.,
2001). Even though non-grasses do not synthesize or secrete PS, multiple YSL genes are
found in and are conserved among all land plants. The main physiological role of YSLs is
in the long-distance transport of metals, e.g. Fe, Cu, and Zn, bound to NA both in
monocots and dicots (Chu et al., 2010; DiDonato et al., 2004; Enomoto et al., 2007;
Grusak and Pezeshgi, 1996; Roberts et al., 2004; Vert et al., 2003; Waters et al., 2006).
YSL proteins have the ability to use metal-NA complexes as transport substrates
(DiDonato et al., 2004; Gendre et al., 2007; Harada et al., 2007; Koike et al., 2004; Le
Jean et al., 2005; Murata et al., 2006; Roberts et al., 2004; Schaaf et al., 2004). With the
exception of the phytosiderophore-iron transporters ZmYS1 (Curie et al., 2009; Von
Wiren et al., 1994) and its rice ortholog, OsYSL15 (Inoue et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009),
few phenotypes have been observed in plants with mutations in a single YSL gene
(DiDonato et al., 2004; Le Jean et al., 2005; Waters et al., 2006).
The YSL family can be separated into four clades based on protein sequence
similarity (Figure 1.3). One of the clades is found only in grasses (colored orange in
Figure 1.3) (Curie et al., 2009; Yordem et al., 2011). A second clade (colored blue in
Figure 1.3) that includes Arabidopsis YSL4 and YSL6 was recently shown to have roles
in intracellular movement of metals (Conte et al., 2013; Divol et al., 2013). The best
understood clade (colored pink in Figure 1.3) includes the YSLs that are most closely
related to ZmYS1 and includes: Arabidopsis YSL1, YSL2 and YSL3, maize YS1, and
rice YSL15.
Rice has 18 YSL genes (OsYSLs) (Gross et al., 2003; Koike et al., 2004). The rice
OsYSL15 gene was identified as a Fe-PS transporter responsible for Fe acquisition. Two
published reports have suggested opposing evidence on OsYSL15 expression (Inoue et
10

al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009). Inoue et al., (2009) showed that OsYSL15 expression was
strongly up regulated in iron deficient roots, but not in leaves. Lee et al., (2009) showed
that expression was up-regulated in both iron deficient shoot and roots. The use of
different rice cultivars in the two studies may explain this difference. According to Inoue
et al., (2009) who used electrophysiological studies with Xenopus laevis oocyte
expression and voltage clamping, OsYSL15 only transports Fe(III)-DMA, but not Fe(II)NA, Fe(III)-NA, or Mn(II)-NA complexes. Lee et al., (2009) showed that OsYSL15 can
functionally complement the growth defect of iron-inefficient yeast mutant strain,
fet3fet4, on medium containing either Fe(III)-PS or Fe(II)-NA, implying that OsYSL15 is
able to transport Fe(II)-NA. Studies with OsYSL15 promoter-GUS transgenic plants
showed that the OsYSL15 gene was highly expressed in root tissues, specifically the
epidermis, under Fe-deficiency (Inoue et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009). Overall, OsYSL15 is
an iron transporter required for iron uptake and distribution.
There are eight YSL family members in Arabidopsis, YSL1-8 (Curie et al., 2001).
YSL genes have roles in metal remobilization from senescent leaves, in the growth of
reproductive organs, as transporters in seed formation, and in long-distance transport of
metals complexes with NA (Chu et al., 2010; Conte and Walker, 2012; Curie et al.,
2009; DiDonato et al., 2004; Walker et al., 2002). YSL1 and YSL3 proteins are most
closely related to YSL2 (Figure 1.3) (DiDonato et al., 2004), but YSL1 has only four
exons, while YSL2 has six exons and YSL3 has seven exons. These differences in gene
structure suggest that these genes are evolutionarily distant, but conservation of the
protein sequences implies that the proteins perform related functions (Waters et al.,
2006). YSL1, YSL2, and YSL3 localize to the plasma membrane within the cells of the
vascular parenchyma (Chu et al., 2010; DiDonato et al., 2004; Waters et al., 2006).
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YSL1, YSL2, and YSL3 are capable of complementing an Fe uptake defect in yeast
functional complementation assays, when Fe is supplied as Fe(II)-NA complexes (Chu et
al., 2010). AtYSL2 has been characterized as an Fe(II)-NA and Cu(II)-NA transporter.
Expression of AtYSL2 is regulated by iron and copper (Cu) and YSL2 is expressed in the
root endodermis, pericycle and in xylem cells (DiDonato et al., 2004). Based on its
localization, AtYSL2 is likely to have a role in the movement of metals to or from the
vasculature. ysl2-1 mutants displayed no obvious phenotypes when grown on plates or
soil under standard conditions. Even under iron deficiency conditions, the ysl2-1 mutants
displayed no distinct phenotype, suggesting that other YSLs must have overlapping
functions in the transport of metal-NA complexes (DiDonato et al., 2004). The focus of
this thesis will be on two of the Arabidopsis YSL family members.
1.5 Arabidopsis YSL1 and YSL3
AtYSL1 and AtYSL3 are capable of transporting Fe(II)-NA across membranes as
seen by their functional complementation of the fet3fet4 mutant yeast strain (Figure 1.4).
In fet3fet4 mutant yeast expressing YSL1 and YSL3 proteins, growth is dependent on the
presence of Fe(II)-NA in the growth medium. YSL1 and YSL3 are not able to
complement yeast growth without the presence of NA. This result suggests a role for
YSL1 and YSL3 as Fe-NA transporters (Chu et al., 2010). There are no visible
phenotypes for single T-DNA insertion mutants of YSL1 and YSL3 genes, ysl1-2 and ysl31 (Le Jean et al., 2005; Waters et al., 2006) Work by Le Jean et al., (2005) showed that
knocking out the AtYSL1 gene causes reduced levels of iron and of NA in seed, thus the
AtYSL1 transporter is needed for proper loading of NA and Fe into Arabidopsis seeds.
Normal levels of iron and NA are restored by expression of a WT AtYSL1 gene in the
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mutant background (Le Jean et al., 2005). While we have not made all double mutant
combinations of YSLs in Arabidopsis, we have made several, and none of these have
strong mutant phenotypes, with the exception of double mutant plants with lesions in
both YSL1 and YSL3 display strong interveinal chlorosis.
The double mutant ysl1ysl3 shows an interveinal chlorosis (Figure 1.5 A-E)
phenotype after 2-3 weeks of growth on soil or full strength MS plates and has reduced
levels of iron in shoots and roots (Chu et al., 2010; Waters et al., 2006). Growing the
plants with Fe-ethylenediamine-N, N’-bis (2-hydroxyphenylacetic acid) (Fe-EDDHA)
provided in the soil (Figure 1.5 H), or foliar application of ferric ammonium citrate can
alleviate the interveinal chlorosis phenotype. The double mutants also displayed altered
reproductive phenotypes such as defective pollen grains, and small seeds that contain
embryos with early growth arrest that cannot germinate (Figure 1.5 F-G) (Waters et al.,
2006). In addition, double mutant seeds have low iron levels. Since ysl1ysl3 double
mutants contain significantly low levels of iron in both leaves and seeds, both YSL1 and
YSL3 are needed to maintain proper iron homeostasis during vegetative and reproductive
growth. Inflorescence grafting experiments have suggested that YSL1 and YSL3 must be
functioning in rosette leaves and/or roots in order for normal pollen formation and proper
seed development (Chu et al., 2010). Expression of AtYSL1 and AtYSL3 increases
during leaf senescence; during this period minerals are remobilized from leaves into
seeds and inflorescences (Himelblau and Amasino, 2001). To confirm if AtYSL1 and
AtYSL3 are expressed at high levels during leaf senescence Waters et al. (2006) took
measurements of elements (P, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, Mo) from senescing and young
leaves. The experiment showed that ysl1ysl3 plants were inefficient in mobilizing Cu and
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Zn from leaves, suggesting YSL1 and YSL3 are needed in metal remobilization from
senescing leaves (Waters et al., 2006).
Waters et al., 2006 also discovered that ysl1ysl3 double mutants have low
expression of IRT1 and FRO2 genes and that root ferric chelate reductase activity is low.
This indicates that there is a defect in iron sensing/signaling, which is inconsistent with a
role for YSL1 and YSl3 in Fe acquisition (Waters et al., 2006). To validate this, our lab
performed a split root experiment to study the long-distance signaling of iron status
between shoots and roots and to determine how ysl1ysl3 mutants respond to iron
deficiency. Arabidopsis plants were grown on MS medium with Fe (+Fe) or MS medium
without Fe (-Fe) to induce iron deficiency and then placed onto divided plates so that one
half of the root system was exposed to iron and the other half remained on MS –Fe.
Expression of IRT1 and FRO2 in roots was used to understand when iron-deficiency
induced gene expression occurred, and FER1 transcript levels were used as a marker for
iron status in shoots. The ysl1ysl3 mutants showed no significant up regulation of FER1
mRNA in leaves in comparison to WT plants that displayed a significant induction of
FER1 transcript as a result of iron getting to the shoots after a 24-hour period, implying
that ysl1ysl3 plants do no move iron to the shoot efficiently. Transcript levels of IRT1 and
FRO2 were also low suggesting that ysl1ysl3 plants do not respond to Fe deficiency.
Overall, ysl1ysl3 mutants are unable to correctly respond to iron deficiency as seen by
their inability to signal for iron normally and up regulate the required iron uptake genes
in the root.
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1.6 Working Models
It was initially believed that the phenotype of the ysl1ysl3 double mutant was
caused by loss of the transporter activity in the vascular parenchyma. Based on their
vascular localization, YSL1 and YSL3 were expected to take up iron from the vascular
apoplast. The initial working model (Figure 1.6) postulated that inefficient iron removal
from the veins occurs in the double mutants and that iron levels in veins would remain
high constantly. This would result in high levels of iron in the phloem. If high Fe in
phloem elicits Fe uptake responses to stay off, Fe levels in the plant would steadily
become lower over the life of the plant. Synchrotron x-ray fluorescence (SXRF)
microtomography of Arabidopsis leaves was used to determine the levels of metals in
WT and double mutant plants, in collaboration with Tracy Punshon from Dartmouth
College (Figure 1.7). The results showed that the levels of Fe, Zn, and Cu in the leaf
veins were not higher than the levels in WT plants. This important finding indicates that
the problems with the double mutants do not come from defective metal movement
resulting in high vascular metal levels.
Membrane proteins that have a double function in nutrient transport and in
signaling have been described in yeast and animals, and have been dubbed 'transceptors'
(Holsbeeks et al., 2004; Hundal and Taylor, 2009; Rubio-Texeira et al., 2010).
Transceptors have been studied well in yeast, e.g., MEP1, PHO83, and GAP1 which
transport ammonium, phosphate, or amino acids, respectively, but also sense their levels
and control Protein Kinase A (PKA) signaling (Schothorst et al., 2013). The Arabidopsis
nitrate transporter CHL1 (NRT1.1) is the best-characterized plant example of a
transceptor (Holsbeeks et al., 2004; Remans et al., 2006; Walch‐Liu and Forde, 2008;
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Wang et al., 2009). Transport-defective versions of CHL1 retain the ability to cause
transcriptional changes referred to as the ‘primary nitrate response’, even though they do
not transport nitrate. Null mutants of chl1 neither transport nitrate, nor can they elicit the
primary nitrate response. Thus, the phenotype of chl1 transport defective mutants
uncouples nitrate transport from nitrate sensing (Ho et al., 2009).
Shoot-to-root iron signaling is also not fully understood. Our current working
model to explain the defective iron sensing/signaling in ysl1ysl3 double mutant is that
YSL1 and/or YSL3 themselves act as transceptors that initiate long distance signaling of
iron status from shoot to root (Figure 1.8). When YSL1 and YSL3 are not present,
sensing does not occur normally. The ysl1ysl3 mutants are not able to respond to
changing iron conditions in the leaves (shoot), which leads to iron deficiency over time.
In WT plants, iron deficiency signals are generated (blue) and inhibited (black)
throughout development as the iron status of the shoot fluctuates (Figure 1.8). Our
hypothesis is that a signal is sent from iron deficient shoots. An alternative hypothesis
would be that iron-sufficient shoots send a signal that keeps iron-deficiency gene
expression suppressed.
1.7 Iron Deficiency Signaling
The availability of iron can have opposing roles in signaling. Iron can be a
positive regulator in local Fe deficiency or a negative regulator in systemic deficiency
responses. Plants stimulate or inhibit production of various mRNAs related to Fe
homeostasis in response to Fe excess or deficiency. Many of the genes that take part in
iron uptake through Strategy I or II have a distinct iron-deficiency induced expression
pattern (Walker and Connolly, 2008).
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Given that iron is both essential and toxic when accumulated to excess, the
expression of genes that encode root ferric chelate reductases and IRT1 is controlled by
the presence of iron and thus a popular choice for local and long distance iron status
signaling studies (Hindt and Guerinot, 2012; Kobayashi and Nishizawa, 2012). Several
groups have shown that a large-scale alteration of transcript abundances is a reoccurring
theme of iron deficiency in transcriptome studies (Ogo et al., 2006; Thimm et al., 2001;
Zheng et al., 2009). A number of transcription factors playing important roles in
regulating the iron deficiency response have been identified. A key regulator in nongraminaceous plants was first identified from the tomato T3238fer mutant, which is
defective in Strategy I responses. The bHLH transcription factor FER, a gene encoding a
basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcriptional regulator, was identified through mapbased cloning of the tomato T3238fer (fer) mutant (Jakoby et al., 2004; Ling et al., 2002;
YUAN et al., 2005). Under iron deficient conditions the mutant was unable to activate
the Strategy I iron uptake pathway.
FER has a well-studied Arabidopsis ortholog, FER-like transcription factor (FIT1;
FIT; FER-LIKE IRON DEFICIENCY INDUCED TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR)
(Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004). FIT plays an important role in positively regulating iron
deficient genes such as IRT1 and FRO2 (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004; Robinson et al.,
1999). FIT is a central regulator of iron acquisition in roots and is controlled by
environmental cues and internal requirements (Bauer et al., 2007). FIT also controls the
expression of more than 40% of all iron deficiency inducible genes (Colangelo and
Guerinot, 2004). FIT expression is transcriptionally induced in roots under iron
deficiency. FIT loss-of-function mutants display chlorotic shoots and growth is stunted
without excess iron supply.
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A group of bHLH transcription factors in Arabidopsis that interact with FIT has
been identified as AtbHLH 38/39/100/101) (Wang et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2008).
AtbHLH38 and AtbHLH39 belong to the subgroup of Ib bHLH genes. The co-expression
of FIT with AtbHLH38 or AtbHLH39 was found to be effective in the induction of the
genes IRT1 and FRO2 under iron abundance (Yuan et al., 2008). The co-expression also
resulted in higher iron content in shoots and improved tolerance in Fe-deficient media. A
cell type–specific microarray analyses in Fe-deficient Arabidopsis roots (Dinneny et al.,
2008), showed a large variability in the genes responsive to iron deficiency between cell
layers. The genes involved with metal transport and chelation were induced primarily in
the epidermis. Genes involved in signaling were enriched among the stele-induced genes,
suggesting that iron deficiency might be sensed internally.
Long et al. (2010) found two-candidate regulators of iron deficiency response in
Arabidopsis, POPEYE (PYE) and BRUTUS (BTS); both induced in root pericycle cells.
The pericycle acts as a transcriptional regulatory center that can sense and respond to iron
levels (Long et al., 2010). Without PYE, pye mutant plants displayed stunted root growth,
and swelling of cells in the elongation zone of lateral roots, in –Fe medium(Long et al.,
2010). Therefore, PYE plays an important role in root growth under iron deficiency.
PYE also positively controls the iron deficiency response in Arabidopsis, which is an
important role for iron homeostasis. This was determined through the identification of
PYE direct targets with the use of chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) on roots of
pye-1 mutants expressing ProPYE:PYE:GFP grown on Fe-deficient media (Long et al.,
2010). PYE has been found to interact with close homologs, such as IAA-LEUCINE
RESISTANT3 (ILR3), bHLH104, and bHLH115, henceforth PYE-like (PYEL) proteins.
PYELs are up regulated during iron deficiency (Long et al., 2010). Unlike PYE, all three
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of the PYEL proteins interact with BTS. BTS contains three putative domains: Really
Interesting New Gene (RING) finger for E3 ligase activity(Kobayashi et al., 2013; Long
et al., 2010), a CHY Zn finger for transcriptional regulation, and three hemerythrin
(HHE) cation-binding domains for Fe binding (Kobayashi and Nishizawa, 2012). It is
important to note that BTS is induced in response to -Fe, and when BTS is removed
plants have an increased tolerance to iron deficiency. Both points were made clear with
the increased root growth and rhizosphere acidification in comparison to WT plants
(Long et al., 2010). Overall, BTS has been characterized as an iron binding protein
involved in the regulation of PYEL bHLH transcription factors accumulation in response
to Fe deficiency (Selote et al., 2015).
1.8 Grafting working model
In our working model, YSL1 and YSL3 are involved in the transmission of
signals from the leaves (shoot) that move to the root to activate iron uptake. The model
predicts that plants missing YSL1 and YSL3 will be unable to send a signal of iron
deficiency from shoot to root. Fe ions have been suggested to act as local and long-range
signals promoting Fe-deficiency responses in the root (Gayomba et al., 2015). We predict
that YSL1 and YSL3 are required in the leaves, since expression of both genes is much
higher in shoots than in roots. I have used a grafting approach, seedling grafts of shoot to
root to discover where YSL1 and YSL3 are required. Grafts are done at an early stage of
seedling development by cutting and grafting the hypocotyls of plants grown on agar
plates. A concern with this type of grafting is formation of adventitious roots, which can
alter the results of this experiment.
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The use of grafting will help resolve whether YSL1 and YSL3 have to be present
in shoots, or roots or both. The grafting experiments should also help to address questions
regarding if YSLs are required for signal transmission or for signal perception and the
determination of YSL1 and YSL3 as sensors/receptors. If grafting reveals that the defect
of iron signaling in ysl1ysl3 mutants is a function of YSL1 and YSL3 presence in the
roots, then this would suggest that the sensing function occurs at the roots, instead of as a
trigger for signal generation in the shoot.
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Figure 1.1 Plant iron (Fe) uptake strategies.
(A) Strategy I plants extrude protons into the rhizosphere to lower the soil pH and
increase Fe(III) solubility. The solubilized Fe(III) is then reduced by FRO2 into Fe(II)
and taken up by IRT1. (B) Strategy II plants secrete PS into the soil to chelate Fe(III),
and then the Fe(III)-PS chelates are taken up by YS1 into the roots. (C) Rice uses a
similar mechanism to Strategy II, but can also take up Fe(II) through IRT (Walker and
Connolly, 2008).

Figure 1.2 Structures and predicted complex conformation of nicotianamine (NA) and
the phytosiderophore, deoxymugineic acid (DMA).
Carbon: green; nitrogen: blue; oxygen: red; hydrogen: white; Fe(II): aqua; Fe(III):yellow.
Figure adapted from (von Wirén et al., 1999).
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Figure 1.3 Phylogenetic analysis of the family of YSL proteins.
YSLs are highly conserved with four specific clades (Yordem et al., 2011). Phylogenetic
analysis of the family of YSL proteins from brachypodium (BdYSL), maize (ZmYSL),
rice (OsYSLs), Arabidopsis (AtYSL), Medicago truncatula and soy. Values indicate the
number of times (as a percentage of 1000 replicates) that each branch topology was found
during bootstrap analysis.
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Figure 1.4 Functional complementation of fet3fet4 yeast.
Functional complementation of fet3fet4 yeast performed by Jeff Chiecko. DEY1453derived yeast strains transformed with pGEV-TRP and constructs expressing YSL1,
YSL3, or the empty pYES6/CT vector were grown on synthetic defined medium
containing variable conditions for iron (Fe(II) or Fe(III)), chelator (DMA or NA), and
beta-estradiol (BE). Pairs of spots correspond to 10-fold and 100-fold dilutions of the
original cultures. Results (above) obtained using Fe(II) and NA. Each plate contained the
constituents indicated, as the following concentrations: 50 µM iron citrate, 3uM
Fe(II)SO4, 8 µM NA, 10 nM BE (Chu et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.5 ysl1ysl3 double mutant phenotype.
(A) Wild type (WT) rosette. (B) ysl1ysl3 double mutant rosette. (C) WT leaf. (D) Leaf of
WT plant grown under Fe deficiency conditions. (E) ysl1ysl3 double mutant leaf. (F)
Anther of an ysl1ysl3 double mutant stained for viable pollen. Viable pollen stains purple,
while inviable pollen is blue-green. (G) Anther of a WT plant shown at the same
magnification as in F. (H) Left: WT. Middle: ysl1ysl3 double mutant exhibits chlorosis
and stunted inflorescence. Right: ysl1ysl3 double mutant + Fe-EDDHA (Waters et al.,
2006).
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Figure 1.6 Working models of YSL1 and YSL3.
Working model of YSL1 and YSL3 in vegetative tissues of Col-O (WT) and ysl1ysl3
double mutant plants (Chu et al., 2010). (A) Model in WT plants during period of Fe
sufficiency. YSL1 and YSL3 take up metal ions that arrive via xylem. This uptake occurs
mostly in the xylem parenchyma. Once inside the cells, Fe moves through the symplast or
is effluxed somewhere else. (B) Model in WT plants during period of Fe sufficiency.
When Fe is limited for growth, YSL1 and YSL3 expression is low, causing Fe to remain
in the vein, and allowing them to be exchanged readily into the phloem. The phloem iron
can then move to the growing parts of the plant such as young leaves, thus allowing their
continuous development at the expense of storage by mature leaves.
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Figure 1.7 Synchrotron x-ray fluorescence microspectroscopy (SXRF) microtomography
of Arabidopsis leaves.
Matched pairs of plants (WT= Col-0), and ysl1ysl3) were examined. The leaves are
shown side by side in half sections to simplify the comparison of normalized metal
levels. Results from Fe, Zn, and Cu are shown. The red dotted line indicates the
demarcation between the samples.
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Figure 1.8 Updated working model of YSL1 and YSL3.
When the level of iron in shoots is sufficient, YSL1 and YSL3 are in an iron or iron-NA
bound state. Under iron sufficient conditions, no signal of iron deficiency is generated.
However, when shoots lack iron, the YSLs are unbound, and this leads to generation of a
long distance signal that travels to roots and spurs iron deficiency-associated gene
expression responses. The ysl1ysl3 DM cannot generate this signal, and because of this,
gradually become iron deficient.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Plate-growth of Arabidopsis/growth conditions
Batches of desired amount of seeds (up to ≈200 ul in each tube) were surface
sterilized in Eppendorf tubes (1.7 ml) by the addition of 1 mL 70% ethanol, 0.05% Triton
X-100 (seed wash) for 10 minutes with occasional mixing. All procedures were carried
out within a sterile hood. Seed wash was removed with a pipette and replaced with 1 mL
of 100% ethanol for 5 minutes with occasional mixing. This step was repeated, and
Whatman 3MM filter papers (VWR, West Chester, PA) were prepared as follows.
Autoclaved filter papers were labeled using a permanent marker or pencil then soaked in
100% ethanol for 10 minutes, to sterilize them. Wet sterile filters were removed from an
empty sterile petri dish to a sterile surface and allowed to dry. The sterilized seeds were
transferred to these sterile filter papers using a 1000 ul micropipettor and allowed to dry
completely. Once dried, seeds were either saved for storage in sterile Eppendorf tubes or
plated directly onto sterile petri plates containing ½ X Murashige and Skoog medium
(Phyto Technology Laboratories Murashige and Skoog Macronutrient Stock Solution
(10X) M654; Murashige and Skoog Micronutrient Stock Solution (10X) M529) with a
sterile pipette (200 ul) tip. Seeds were carefully placed in a linear fashion going
horizontally across the plate in neat rows, equally spaced apart. Tried to place 4 rows of
seeds per plate. The plates were then labeled on top, bottom, and side with the genotype
and date. And wrapped in surgical tape (3MTM MicroporeTM Surgical Tape) to promote
ventilation, and then placed at 4◦C for 2-4 days wrapped in foil, to ensure uniform
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germination. Germination started once petri plates were placed into growth chambers
with 12 hours light at 22◦C and 12 hours dark at 15◦C. Plates were placed in a vertical
position to encourage straight root growth. Seedlings were grown under these conditions
for 5-7 days before grafting.
2.2 Grafting Method
2.2.1 Single Shoot-Root Graft
Once plants were of optimal size, grafts were made. Plants are of best size for
grafting when 5-9 days old. Grafting is easier with the selection of plants with the
healthiest and straightest hypocotyls. Using a small, angled scalpel (Fine Science Tools
Micro Knife-Angled 150/13 cm), scion and rootstock were severed by making a straight
horizontal cut across the hypocotyl. It is essential to make all cuts no lower than midway
down the hypocotyls. The graft is formed by the placement of a small piece of silicone
tube 0.012 in (0.30mm) I.D. x 0.025 in (0.64 mm) that has been rinsed in ethanol and
sterile dH20, and then dried. It is most efficient to slide the tube over the scion first, and
then push in the rootstock. Root and shoot should align exactly (Figure 2.1A), if possible
(Turnbull et al., 2010). Root and shoot should also be similar in size. When grafting is
completed, the plates were resealed with surgical tape (3MTM MicroporeTM Surgical
Tape), and returned to growth chamber in a horizontal position for 2 days. Then plates
are changed to a vertical position. If needed, grafts were moved to fresh ½ MS +Fe
plates to avoid contamination. To reduce adventitious root formation, plants were moved
to 27°C for 2–3 days (16 hours light, 8 hours dark) after grafting.
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2.2.2 Post-Grafting
Each grafted plant was inspected for adventitious root formation 3–4 days after
grafting (Figure 2.2). Any adventitious roots were removed with a sharp scalpel and fine
forceps. Adventitious roots tended to emerge inside the silicone tube, special attention
must be given to this area. Adventitious roots often indicated failure of graft connection.
Visual inspection for adventitious roots was continued until time for plate transfer to
either fresh ½ MS +Fe or ½ MS –Fe plates. Grafts typically take 5-7 days to form.
2.3 Inducing iron deficiency
Plants (either ungrafted, or in which the graft had taken well) were transferred to
sterile petri plates containing 1/2X MS medium (+Fe) or 1/2X MS medium without iron
(-Fe). Plants were maintained in growth chambers 27°C (16 hours light, 8 hours dark) for
72 hours.
2.4 GUS Staining
Plants were harvested after 72 hours on +Fe and/or -Fe ½ MS plates and covered with
chilled 90% acetone on ice in Eppendorf 1.7 ml tubes. After all samples were collected,
they were placed at room temperature for 20 minutes. During this time, fresh GUS
staining buffer (0.1M NaPO4 pH=7.0, 0.1M K4[Fe(CN)6] · 3H2O, 0.1M K3[Fe(CN)6] ,
10% Triton-X 100, 100 mg/mL X-gluc) was prepared. Acetone was removed and the
plants were rinsed with chilled dH20. Samples were then submerged in chilled GUS
staining buffer and placed under a vacuum for 15 to 20 minutes, until they sank in the
staining solution. The samples were, covered in foil and staining was carried out at room
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temperature for 24 hours on a rotating shaker at 60 rpm. The GUS staining was removed,
and the samples were moved through an ethanol series to remove chlorophyll: 50% EtOH
for 1H, 100% EtOH overnight, 75% EtOH for 1H, 50% EtOH for 1H. Samples were
stored in sterile 50% Glycerol. Photography was performed with a Nikon SMZ1500
stereomicroscope and a SPOT Insight color digital camera (Diagnostic Instruments,
Sterling Heights, MI).

Figure 2.1 Seedling hypocotyl grafts.
(A.) 90-degree butt graft, tubing as the connection (light grey); (B.) wedge-cleft graft;
(C.) inter-stock butt graft; (D.) two-shoot wedge graft. The shades of grey represent
tissues of different genotypes (Turnbull et al., 2010).

A	
  

B	
  

Figure 2.2 Arabidopsis hypocotyl grafts
A.) 90-degree butt graft, example of a clear graft (B.) 90-degree butt graft, example of a
graft prone to adventitious root formation.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Strategy for grafting
Grafting has been used since ancient times in many plant species for agricultural
purposes(Hartmann and Kester, 1975). Grafting brings together plant tissues of differing
genotypes and has been used for many studies of long distance signaling and transport in
plants(Marsch-Martínez et al., 2013). Grafting provides some advantages in
understanding long-distance signals: (1) nearly any set of genotypes can be tested and (2)
native genes expressed under normal regulatory mechanisms can be used, typically
present in one graft partner while the other part carries a corresponding mutation (e.g.
ysl1ysl3), and thus signal cause and site of action (e.g. shoot or root) can readily be
understood (Turnbull et al., 2010).
Past studies of iron signaling in Arabidopsis have not been able to provide a
mechanism for how plants are able to signal the iron status of the shoot, where iron
demand is high, to roots, where iron uptake occurs. The iron signaling experiments
included in this thesis follow a seedling-graft approach (Figure 3.1) to understand if
grafts are capable of properly sensing iron. The seed lines used in these experiments
included: ysl1ysl3 (colored red), Col-0 WT (colored black) and FRO3promoter::GUS
transgene (FRO3p-GUS) WT (colored green in Figure 3.1).
There are various grafting protocols that are available for Arabidopsis, with or
without tubing (Marsch-Martínez et al., 2013; Rhee and Somerville, 1995; Turnbull et al.,
2002; Turnbull et al., 2010). The protocols include: 90-degree butt graft between shoot
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and root, wedge-cleft graft, inter-stock butt graft and two-shoot wedge “Y” graft. The
literature has suggested that the use of tubing as a support seems to improve the
efficiency of grafting. I used the 90-degree butt graft method, also known as flat-surface
grafting, where tubing acts as the connection between two flat surfaces.
According to Turnbull (2010), it is possible to assemble 20–25 single grafts per
hour with practice. It is also advised to not exceed 4–5 hours per day, to avoid mistakes.
My aim for each graft type was to obtain at least 10 replicates (grafts) for each condition,
A-D (Figure 3.1), for both –Fe medium and +Fe medium. I was able to improve my
efficiency in creating grafts with practice. I could make approximately 10-15 grafts an
hour in total. However, in some cases this number was as low as 7 per hour. Grafting was
made easier with the selection of healthy plants with the straightest hypocotyls. Using a
small, angled scalpel (Fine Science Tools Micro Knife-Angled 150/13 cm), scion and
rootstock were severed by making a straight horizontal cut across the hypocotyl. The
plant that provides the root is referred to as the rootstock and the added piece of another
plant, scion(Rhee and Somerville, 1995). It is essential to make all cuts no lower than
midway down the hypocotyls. The two halves of the graft are held together by the
placement of a small piece of silicone tubing 0.012 in (0.30mm) I.D. x 0.025 in (0.64
mm) that has been rinsed in ethanol and sterile water. It is most efficient to slide the tube
over the scion first, and then push in the rootstock.
An issue in this method was losing some grafts to contamination or separation of
the plant pieces within the tubing; both often occurred post-grafting. Adventitious roots
were also a problem that was faced in this method. It was necessary to make sure grafts
junctions were as flush as possible between the scion and rootstock. Grafts were
monitored for adventitious roots daily after being placed into the growth chamber. If
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adventitious roots were present, they were excised with sharp forceps and/or scapel.
Generally, rapid formation of a graft union reduced the chances of adventitious roots
forming. Grafts are more prone to contamination when more manipulation of the plant is
needed. Samples that repeatedly formed adventitious roots were not used in the analysis.
3.2 Establishing the FRO3p-GUS as a suitable marker for iron deficiency in leaves and
roots
β-Glucuronidase (GUS) is a versatile reporter of gene expression used in plant
molecular biology. Most plants do not contain endogenous GUS activity and gusA is a
commonly used reporter gene in plants that encodes a bacterial GUS (Jefferson et al.,
1987). When GUS cleaves the artificial substrate 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-Dglucuronide (X-Gluc) it produces a blue color. Plant cells themselves do not contain any
GUS activity, so the production of a blue color when stained with X-gluc indicates the
activity of whatever promoter is driving GUS expression. In this study the promoter used
was from the FERRIC REDUCTION OXIDASE 3 (FRO3) gene.
To facilitate the analysis of gene expression in the grafts performed, we used a
FRO3p-GUS reporter construct in the Col-0 WT background (Table 3.1, FRO3p-GUS).
Verification of graft integrity was achieved using these FRO3p-GUS plants as one of the
graft components. The use of reporter gene GUS is to understand the response of genes to
specific stimuli, e.g. iron deficiency. FRO3 was selected because it is among genes that
are known to respond to iron deficiency (e.g. IRT1 and FRO2). The FRO3 promoter is
known to be active in shoots and in roots, but only when plants are under iron deficiency.
GUS staining is destructive to the plants, and is the end point of the grafting assay. Nongrafted FRO3p-GUS plants were tested on +Fe/-Fe medium to ensure that GUS
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expression is dependent on iron deficiency. To determine the correct period of iron
starvation to initiate FRO3p-GUS expression, I initially selected a few grafts every 24
hours and tested GUS staining at 24, 48, and 72 hours. Staining after 24 hours only
produced light blue staining, 48 hours was slightly darker, medium blue, whereas 72
hours was the time point that was selected as the suitable amount of time needed to see a
response of iron deficiency, since the plants were dark blue.
3.3 Expected outcomes of grafting
The grafting experiments performed in this study consisted of four types, A-D
(Figure 3.1). In graft type A, FRO3p-GUS shoots were grafted to WT roots. In type B,
FRO3p-GUS shoots were grafted to ysl1ysl3 roots. Type C was a self-graft of FRO3pGUS. Finally, type D grafts consist of ysl1ysl3 shoots grafted to FRO3p-GUS roots.
Grafts of type A serve as a control to ensure that FRO3p-GUS expression occurs as
expected following grafting and transfer to –Fe conditions. Type A grafts grown on +Fe
medium should not have any GUS expression. If GUS expression were observed on +Fe,
this would indicate that grafting somehow affects the normal expression from the FRO3
promoter, which should normally be suppressed on +Fe medium. Grafts grown on –Fe
should have GUS expression in shoot only, since only shoots contain the FRO3p-GUS
transgene. This also helps to show that adventitious roots are not present, since these
would stain blue, owing to the presence of the iron-deficiency induced reporter gene.
Graft type B (FRO3p-GUS shoot grafted to ysl1ysl3 root) grown on +Fe medium
should again not have any GUS expression. Type B grafts grown on –Fe medium would
have GUS expression in the shoots unless shoot –Fe gene expression is dependent on
YSL1 and YSL3 activity in the root, since the FRO3 promoter should be turned on in the
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shoots when iron deficiency occurs. Type C is a self-graft control of FRO3p-GUS plants.
It is an important control for providing a reference phenotype for normal iron sensing.
This should be true since type C grafts do not use the double mutant ysl1ysl3, therefore
should have no defects in iron sensing. Grafts grown on +Fe medium should not have any
GUS expression, not stain blue. Grafts grown on –Fe medium should have GUS
expression. If the grafts were not blue when placed on –Fe, this might indicate that
grafting itself affects FRO3p-GUS expression. Graft type D, ysl1ysl3 shoot grafted to
FRO3p-GUS WT root, when grown on +Fe medium, as usual should not have any GUS
expression (no blue color). The occurrence of blue in the roots of these grafts depends on
whether signaling requires YSL1 and YSL3 in the shoots. If ysl1ysl3 shoots signal
correctly, the FRO3p-GUS roots should be blue, but if these shoots cannot send the
correct signal, the roots will remain colorless.
Plants were grown for 5-9 days on ½ MS medium before being cut for grafting.
Grafts were allowed to recover for 7 days, making the plants at this point essentially 2week old seedlings. The grafts were then transferred to fresh ½ MS +Fe or ½ MS –Fe
plates for 72 hours before GUS staining. All of the grafted plants grown on the control
and, +Fe conditions, behaved as expected. No GUS activity was observed in any of these
plants (Table 3.1). Control self-grafts of FRO3p-GUS WT plants (graft type C) and grafts
of FRO3p-GUS shoots to WT roots (graft type A) had appropriate GUS expression when
grown on –Fe plates, indicating correct expression from the reporter construct (Table
3.1).
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3.4 Grafting results
The predicted outcome depends on the location of where YSL1 and YSL3 are
required for perception and/or transmission of long-distance signals. It is possible that
YSL1 and YSL3 are involved in perception of a signal coming from the shoot. In this
case, we expect that YSL1 and YSL3 are needed in the root. However, going into this
experiment, we favored a hypothesis in which YSL1 and YSL3 are involved in
transmission of the iron deficiency signal. This is because YSL1 and YSL3 expression is
higher in shoots than in roots. If YSL1 and YSL3 are involved in signal transmission, we
expect that their activity is needed in the shoots (Figure 3.2). If you compare FRO3pGUS self-grafts (condition C) with ysl1ysl3/ FRO3p-GUS grafts (condition D) (Table 3.1
yellow highlight), it is clear that, regardless of the genotype of the root (WT or ysl1ysl3),
perception of iron deficiency in the shoot is normal. This suggests that YSL1 and YSL3
are not required in roots in order to allow Fe-deficiency induced gene expression in
shoots. By comparing FRO3p-GUS self-grafts (condition C) with ysl1ysl3/FRO3p-GUS
(condition D) on –Fe, it is clear that that ysl1ysl3 shoots cannot not properly elicit
FRO3p-GUS expression in roots (Table 3.1 blue highlight). This suggests that the
genotype of the shoot is critical for Fe-deficiency induced gene expression in the roots.
Thus, grafting has revealed that root iron deficiency responses require YSL1 and YSL3 in
leaves for signal transmission.
Each 2X2 block in Table 3.2 was analyzed as a contingency table using Fisher’s
exact test in R. +Fe Shoots A/B p-value=1, +Fe Shoots C/D p-value=1, +Fe Roots A/B pvalue=1, +Fe Roots C/D p-value=1. -Fe Shoots A/B (blue box) p-value=1, -Fe Shoots
C/D p-value=7.145E-05, -Fe Roots A/B p-value=1, -Fe Roots C/D (yellow box) p38

value=7.145E-05. P-values that are equal to 1, suggest that the association between graft
type and GUS expression is not considered to be statistically significant. The p-values
that are less than 0.0001 are considered to be extremely statistically significant.
The Fisher’s exact test could produce P values of less than 0.05, even if the
hypotheses we are testing is true. A way to address this is with the Bonferroni correction
for multiple testing. For this method the critical value (alpha) for an individual test is
determined by dividing the error rate (0.05) by the number of tests (comparisons)
(McDonald et al., 2009). For example, if we performed 100 statistical tests (grafts) the
critical value for an individual test would be 0.05/100=0.0005, then would only consider
individual tests with P<0.0005 to be significant. In our case (Table 3.1), the P value was
7.145E-05, and we preformed 20 trials for -Fe Roots C/D (yellow box), 7.145E-0.5/20=
3.5725E-06. Since this value is less than 0.05, the hypothesis that ysl1ysl3 DM shoots do
not elicit FRO3p-GUS is confirmed.
3.5 FRO3p-GUS expression in excised roots
Based on our hypothesis (Figure 1.8), a signal is sent from iron deficient shoots.
An alternative hypothesis would be that iron-sufficient shoots are able to send a signal
that keeps iron-deficiency gene expression suppressed. However if the alternative
hypothesis correct, then removing the shoots from plants would result in increased irondeficiency gene expression in the roots. To test this we performed another experiment,
which required no grafting.
Approximately 20 FRO3p-GUS WT plants were grown for 5-9 days on ½ MS
medium (+Fe) before removing shoots with small scalpel. Shoots were not kept for
further use in this experiment. Half of the freshly cut FRO3p-GUS WT roots were
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transferred onto new +Fe medium, and half onto -Fe medium and kept for 72 hours
before GUS staining.
Expression of FRO3p-GUS would suggest that there is a suppressing signal sent
from iron sufficient shoots. In this experiment, that suppressing signal would have been
removed, and the roots would stain blue. Conversely, if the roots fail to express FRO3pGUS this would support our initial hypothesis (Figure 1.8) of an inducing signal that must
be sent from iron-deficient shoots. Such a signal would be missing, since no shoots are
present in this experiment.
3.5.1 Results
We observed no blue staining in either +Fe or –Fe roots (Table 3.5). We know
that the roots must be alive because of the previous hypocotyl grafts performed. Under
grafting conditions, plants took on average 7 days to recover and form a connection.
Thus, during that time it can be presumed that the roots were alive, and remained alive
based on our number of successful grafts (Table 3.1). This is consistent with our
hypothesis of an inducing signal being sent from iron-deficient shoots, but is inconsistent
with the alternative hypothesis of a suppressing signal from iron sufficient shoots. We
note that, if such an inducing signal is present, it may be possible to identify it using
FRO3p-GUS roots as a rapid bioassay for the inducing activity.
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Figure 3.1 Grafting set up.
The key is as follows: (red) ysl1ysl3, (black) COL WT, and (green) FRO3p-GUS WT.
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Figure 3.2 Predicted outcomes of GUS expression for grafting set up.
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Figure 3.3 GUS staining
(A) Graft type A on –Fe medium, shoot. (B) Graft type A on –Fe medium, whole. (C)
Graft type D on +Fe medium, whole.

Table 3.1 Grafting Results
Graft
SHOOT/ROOT

A.

FRO3p-GUS /WT

B.

FRO3p-GUS
/ysl1ysl3
FRO3p-GUS /
FRO3p-GUS
ysl1ysl3/ FRO3pGUS

C.
D.

+Fe
Shoots

+Fe
Roots

-Fe
Shoots

-Fe
Roots

# GUS
positive
0

# GUS
negative
5

# GUS
positive
0

# GUS
negative
5

# GUS
positive
4

# GUS
negative
2

# GUS
positive
0

# GUS
negative
4

0

4

0

4

7

2

0

9

0

3

0

3

8

1

8

1

0

8

0

8

0

11

0

11

(A) FRO3p-GUS /WT graft type A. (B) FRO3p-GUS /ysl1ysl3 graft type B. (C) FRO3p-GUS
/ FRO3p-GUS self graft. (D) ysl1ysl3/FRO3p-GUS graft type D. Grafting results scored as
GUS positive or GUS negative. Each graft separated based on total number of shoots or roots
on +/-Fe medium.
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## +Fe Shoots of Grafts A and B
ironshoots <- matrix(c(0,0,5,4), ncol=2)
colnames(ironshoots) <- c('GUS positive', 'GUS negative')
rownames(ironshoots) <- c('FRO3p-GUS/WT', 'FRO3p-GUS/ysl1ysl3')
ironshoots.table <- as.table(ironshoots)
ironshoots.table
fisher.test(ironshoots.table,
alternative="two.sided")
## +Fe Shoots of Graft C and D
ironshoots2 <- matrix(c(0,0,3,8), ncol=2)
colnames(ironshoots2) <- c('GUS positive', 'GUS negative')
rownames(ironshoots2) <- c('FRO3p-GUS/FRO3p-GUS',
'ysl1ysl3/FRO3p-GUS')
ironshoots2.table <- as.table(ironshoots2)
ironshoots2.table
fisher.test(ironshoots2.table,
alternative="two.sided")
## +Fe Roots of Graft A and B
ironroots <- matrix(c(0,0,5,4), ncol=2)
colnames(ironroots) <- c('GUS positive', 'GUS negative')
rownames(ironroots) <- c('FRO3p-GUS/WT', 'FRO3p-GUS/ysl1ysl3')
ironroots.table <- as.table(ironroots)
ironroots.table
fisher.test(ironroots.table,
alternative="two.sided")
## +Fe Roots of Graft C and D
ironroots2 <- matrix(c(0,0,3,8), ncol=2)
colnames(ironroots2) <- c('GUS positive', 'GUS negative')
rownames(ironroots2) <- c('FRO3p-GUS/FRO3p-GUS', 'ysl1ysl3/FRO3pGUS')
ironroots2.table <- as.table(ironroots2)
ironroots.table
fisher.test(ironroots2.table,
alternative="two.sided")
## -Fe Shoots of Grafts A and B
noironshoots <- matrix(c(4,7,2,2), ncol=2)
colnames(noironshoots) <- c('GUS positive', 'GUS negative')
rownames(noironshoots) <- c('FRO3p-GUS/WT', 'FRO3p-GUS/ysl1ysl3')
noironshoots.table <- as.table(noironshoots)
noironshoots.table
fisher.test(noironshoots.table,
alternative="two.sided")
## -Fe Shoots of Grafts C and D
noironshoots2 <- matrix(c(8,0,1,11), ncol=2)
colnames(noironshoots2) <- c('GUS positive', 'GUS negative')
rownames(noironshoots2) <- c('FRO3p-GUS/WT', 'FRO3pGUS/ysl1ysl3')
noironshoots2.table <- as.table(noironshoots2)
noironshoots2.table
fisher.test(noironshoots2.table,
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alternative="two.sided")
## -Fe Roots of Grafts A and B
noironroots <- matrix(c(0,0,4,9), ncol=2)
colnames(noironroots) <- c('GUS positive', 'GUS negative')
rownames(noironroots) <- c('FRO3p-GUS/WT', 'FRO3p-GUS/ysl1ysl3')
noironroots.table <- as.table(noironroots)
noironroots.table
fisher.test(noironroots.table,
alternative="two.sided")
p.adjust(noironroots.table, "bonferroni")
## -Fe Roots of Grafts C and D
noironroots2 <- matrix(c(8,0,1,11), ncol=2)
colnames(noironroots2) <- c('GUS positive', 'GUS negative')
rownames(noironroots2) <- c('FRO3p-GUS/WT', 'FRO3p-GUS/ysl1ysl3')
noironroots2.table <- as.table(noironroots2)
noironroots2.table
fisher.test(noironroots2.table,
alternative="two.sided")
nonironroots2.table$Bonferroni =
p.adjust(noironroots2.table,
method = "bonferroni")
bonftest <- noironroots2.table > 0.00005
summary(bonftest[1:900])
summary(bonftest[901:1000])

Figure 3.4 R-script for Fisher Test Analysis

Table 3.5 FRO3p-GUS WT Roots
NO SHOOT

FRO3p-GUS WT

-Fe
Roots
# GUS
positive
0

# GUS
negative
7

+Fe
Roots
# GUS
# GUS
positive
negative
0
9

FRO3p-GUS /WT roots only were subject to GUS staining, shoots were removed. Roots
scored as GUS positive or GUS negative on –Fe or +Fe medium.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
Shoot-to-root iron signaling is not fully understood. Our current working model to
explain the defective iron sensing/signaling in ysl1ysl3 double mutant is that YSL1 and/or
YSL3 themselves act as transceptors that initiate long distance signaling of iron status
from shoot to root (Figure 1.8). My work presented here explored long-distance signaling
by testing the location of YSL1 and YSL3 activity using grafting experiments. Using
seedling grafts I have shown that root iron deficiency expression depends on signals from
the shoot (Table 3.1), and that YSL1 and YSL3 are required for this signaling. Overall,
YSLs are a critical part of the mechanism that plant shoots use to signal their iron status
to the roots.
4.1 YSL1 and YSL3 are required in leaves
In this thesis, I have shown that YSL1 and YSL3 are required in the shoots in
order for signaling to occur correctly in the roots. This directly links them to longdistance signaling, and supports the idea that these proteins could be acting as
transceptors. However we don’t know what these signals are. Nor do we know if the
signals are positive or negative.
One issue that was not resolved by my grafting experiments is whether ysl1ysl3
roots can mount iron deficiency-induced gene expression if provided with a correct shoot
signal. To answer this question, two approaches could be used. The first would be to
develop a plant line that is ysl1ysl3 and contains the FRO3p-GUS transgene. The grafting
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experiments that could be performed for this study would consist of two types. The first
graft type needed would be Col-0 WT shoots grafted to FRO3p-GUS ysl1ysl3 roots. And
the second type needed would be FRO3p-GUS ysl1ysl3 shoots grafted to WT roots. We
would also need to know how un-grafted FRO3p-GUS ysl1ysl3 plants behave. Together
these experiments can be used to answer the question if ysl1ysl3 roots perceive the signal
that is sent from shoots of WT plants. The first graft of WT shoot on FRO3p-GUS
ysl1ysl3 root would address this question. If FRO3p-GUS ysl1ysl3 roots stain blue after
GUS staining on –Fe medium, then this would suggest the roots could perceive the
signal. If the roots do not turn blue, then this would suggest that the roots are unable to
perceive the signal.
Another approach would be to measure, using RT-PCR, the levels of endogenous
FRO2, IRT1 and/or FRO3 transcripts in the roots of ysl1ysl3 grafted to WT plants and in
WT:WT self grafts. In the case of having ysl1ysl3 roots grafted to WT shoots we could
expect two scenarios. ysl1ysl3 roots could behave normally, as if WT, and receive the
iron deficiency signal from the WT shoot when placed on –Fe medium. Or they could fail
to respond properly to WT shoot signal of iron deficiency, indicating that ysl1ysl3 roots
cannot perceive the iron deficiency. This is an important additional issue, as it is possible
that YSL1 and YSL3 are required for signal generation and for signal perception.
4.2 Phloem exudates
Excised FRO3p-GUS roots could make a rapid bioassay for a positive inducing
signal sent from iron deficient shoots. A first test to see whether such a system would
work would be to collect phloem exudates from iron-replete plants and iron-starved
plants. Then, we would test whether the exudates from iron-starved plants can make the
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roots of FRO3p-GUS WT plants, with shoots removed, turn blue. If they do turn blue
after the addition of exudate from –Fe plants, this would indicate the presence of an
inducing signal. The identity of the signal could then be explored by treating the exudates
enzymatically with protease (which would destroy a protein signal) and RNase (which
would destroy an RNA-based signal. If neither enzymatic digestion affected the signal,
we would hypothesize that the signal is a small molecule.
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